
iTechtions Vendor of Record Service

What is Vendor or Record Services?

A vendor of record (VoR) is an agreement that means the
supplier is authorized to offer products or services to a particular
client for a defined period on certain terms and conditions.

What is an Employer of Record?

An Employer of Record or EoR is an organization or company
that takes care of employees' data, such as -

Handling Payroll HR-Related Tasks Dealing with Taxes

Ensures Compliance Maintains Precision Insurance Activities

while offering business owners to manage the day-to-day
management of their workers.

VoR solutions can be beneficial for employees working abroad or
locally, and provide advantages such as reduced costs and peace
of mind with the scope of expanding business globally.



iTechtions
Employer of
Record Service
Are you looking to expand your services beyond your native
country?

iTechtions mission is to be your trusted partner irrespective of
your business size. Our team is dedicated to achieving your
business objectives with maximum ROI.

12 years
Of providing industry-leading
solutions tailored to individual
client needs and budgets.

Companies assisted with
the latest tech solutions.

Professional Services
We make sure that our
engagement with you meets
your goals in the business.

350+



How does
iTechtions
Employer of
Record Service
Work?

Partnership approach:
In collaboration with our clients,
iTechtions Inc. creates consultant 
teams with a unique blend of
resource roles, sector expertise,
and specialised skill sets.
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Passionate and Committed: 
We excel in matching the right people
to each project, creating bench strength,
and developing future talent; we work
alongside our clients to achieve the 
demands of digital transformation over
time.
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Global Delivery:
In order to provide managed services
for our clients, iTechtions adopts a 
global approach to delivery, seamlessly
merging offshore, nearshore, and onshore 
personnel. We will assist you in finding
a sensible compromise between price,
knowledge,  and closeness.
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Onboarding:
iTechtions begins the onboarding
process by gathering information
about the  client's employees, such as
their personal details, job roles, and
compensation.
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Incubating Integration Expertise:
By providing internal, cross-training
opportunities in  disciplines and
technologies relevant to our customers,
we cultivate knowledgeable  consultants.
We make sure that every practitioner on
our teams has experience.
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Responsiveness and support
We are committed to maximising return
on IT expenditures  and assisting our
clients in achieving their business goals.
We offer an industry-leading array of
consulting and professional services,
adapted to specific customer demands
and budgets, in conjunction with our
technology partners.
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